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Different secretory repertoires control the biomineralization processes of
prism and nacre deposition of the pearl oyster shell
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Abstract:
Mollusca evolutionary success can be attributed partly to their efficiency to sustain and protect their
soft body with an external biomineralized structure, the shell. Current knowledge of the protein set
responsible for the formation of the shell microstructural polymorphism and unique properties remains
largely patchy. In Pinctada margaritifera and Pinctada maxima, we identified 80 shell matrix proteins,
among which 66 are entirely unique. This is the only description of the whole “biomineralization toolkit”
of the matrices that, at least in part, is thought to regulate the formation of the prismatic and nacreous
shell layers in the pearl oysters. We unambiguously demonstrate that prisms and nacre are assembled
from very different protein repertoires. This suggests that these layers do not derive from each other.
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1. Introduction
A wide variety of organisms synthesize biomineralized structures used for maintaining their
soft bodies, protecting them from predators, perceiving the magnetic field or gravity, or
storing inorganic ions (1). The ability to construct a mineralized exoskeleton is thought to be
one of the key factors that triggered the expansion of metazoan life at the dawn of the
Cambrian times. Our understanding of the evolutionary pattern of mineralizing metazoans is
intimately linked to the comprehension of the way they acquired the capacity to construct
mineralized body part. The genes and molecular mechanisms that control biomineralization
processes are gradually being identified (2-3). In addition to their mineral moieties, metazoan
skeletons - in particular those constructed from calcium carbonate - contain an organic
extracellular matrix. During mineralization processes, this secreted matrix potentially
interacts with the mineral phase. According to the most commonly accepted views, the matrix
is thought to regulate different aspects of crystal deposition: initiation of mineralization,
assembly in mesocrystalline structures, inhibition (4-6). Thus, this matrix, which remains
occluded within the mineral phase once formed, plays a central role in the whole
biomineralization process.
For over 500 million years, molluscs have successfully used a wide variety of shells to
populate the world (7). The mollusc shell is constructed of different calcium carbonate layers,
that are precisely assembled in defined microstructures, such as prisms, nacre, foliated or
crossed-lamellar. Most of these textures appeared in the Early Phanerozoic suggesting that
molluscs rapidly explored a large set of combinations of microstructures to elaborate their
shell (8-10). Since their emergence, these shell microstructures proved to be remarkably
stable and perennial from a morphological viewpoint. Among the most studied of them, one
finds nacro-prismatic shells, of Cambrian origin (9). Such a composite material combines the
respective mechanical properties of each layer. The calcitic outer layer often presents high
crack propagation and puncture resistance properties while the nacreous internal layer is
characterized by an extremely high fracture resistance, accompanied by a higher ductility.
Hence, the external layer rather constitutes a primary barrier, while nacre dissipates energy
and stops cracks (11-13). Complex environmental selection pressures (biotic, abiotic) may
have favoured the appearance and maintenance of such structures (14-15). However, the
origin of both prisms and nacre remains enigmatic (16). Even more elusive are the molecular
processes involved in prisms and nacre deposition and the identification of the „molecular
toolkit‟ required for the emergence of these microstructures from liquid/colloidal precursors.
In order to identify the proteinaceous „actors‟ that contribute to generate prisms and nacre,
we performed a high throughput comparison of the occluded shell protein repertoire – at
transcript and protein levels – expressed during the deposition of these two calcified layers,
in the Polynesian pearl oyster Pinctada margaritifera. Our data provide strong evidence that
the proteinaceous matrices associated with prism and nacre are extremely different. This
observation was confirmed by parallel analysis performed on a closely related species, the
gold-lip oyster Pinctada maxima. Our results bring new level of documentation in the
molecular mechanism of prism and nacre formation, and have major implications on the
evolutionary scenarios on the origin of these two shell microstructures, arguing against the
matrix proteins of one layer being the precursor of those in the other.
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2. Results
2.1. The organic shell-layer matrices
The shell of Pinctada sp. exhibits a tri-layered structure constituted of a thin organic external
layer - the periostracum - and two calcified layers: an outer prismatic calcitic and an inner
nacreous aragonitic layer. The nacre consists of a laminar structure composed of 0.5-m
thick polygonal flat tablets surrounded by a thin organic matrix, organized in a brick wall-like
structure (Fig. 1A). Prisms are calcitic needles of much bigger size, packed in an organic
sheath. They grow perpendicular to the external shell surface (Fig. 1B). Here, we analyzed
the acid-insoluble matrices (AIMs) associated with these two microstructures, because both
prism or nacre AIMs represent more than 90% of the total shell matrices. The AIMs of both
prism and nacre layers are mainly proteinaceous. A bulk amino acid analysis indicates high
amounts of Gly residues (30%, Fig. S1A-B), but both AIMs have a slightly different amino
acid signature: Prism AIM is enriched in Tyr, Pro and Val, and nacre AIM, in Ala and Asx
residues. Both AIMs can be partly solubilized in a denaturing solution (Laemmli-solubilised
fraction). When run on SDS-PAGE and stained with CBB, the prism and nacre AIMs
revealed various distinct proteinaceous bands (Fig. S1C) that were further investigated by
mass spectrometry for protein identification.
2.2. Protein composition of shell layer matrices
We analyzed the unfractionated prism and nacre AIMs of P. margaritifera and in parallel, the
bands obtained from SDS-PAGE by proteomics (Fig. S1C). We identified 78 different shell
matrix proteins (SMPs), among which 64 are entirely novel. Among the novel proteins
described here, we can mention NUSP-1, Clp-1, Clp-3, EGF-1, EGF-2, Cement-like,
Alveolin-like or MP10 (Fig. S2). From the whole set, 45 are exclusive to prisms, 30 to nacre.
Only three proteins are detected in both layers (Fig. 1C and 1D; Fig. 2; Datasets S1 and S2).
In order to confirm P. margaritifera protein identification, we applied a similar proteomic
approach on the calcified shell layers of P. maxima, a closely related species (19). Figure 1
presents the list of P. margaritifera identified proteins that exhibit at least 2 matching
peptides, or that have been further identified in P. maxima. Figure 2 (Datasets S1- S2)
synthesizes the information on the protein content in the two shell layers, in the two Pinctada
species. From the 78 SMPs detected in P. margaritifera nacre and prisms, 41 „homologous‟
ones are detected in P. maxima, on a total of 43 SMPs in this species. Although bias is
possible, we show that: i) we have obtained most of the main SMPs that are required for
fabricating a shell; ii) the shell secretory repertoires of prisms and nacre are truly different in
both Pinctada species (Fig. 1-2, Datasets S1- S2). Except for Nacrein, Shematrin-8 and
NUSP-18, all of the 77 other Pinctada SMPs appear to be exclusively detected in only one of
the two shell layers (Fig. 2).
2.3. Immunolocalization of proteins from P. margaritifera nacre
We developed specific polyclonal antibodies raised against the Laemmli-solubilised proteins
of the nacre AIM fraction of P. margaritifera. Interestingly, these antibodies, which react with
a large set of nacre SMPs, do not exhibit cross reactivity with prism matrix when analyzed on
western-blot (Fig. 3A). This suggests that the main immunogenic epitopes of nacre SMPs are
not present in the prism SMPs. The immunogold observations of nacre cross-sections
revealed that the nacre antibodies exhibit a very clear and specific signal on nacre, mostly
localized in the interlamellar matrix that separates nacre layers (Fig. 3B). Furthermore, the
nacre protein localization within the mantle epithelium clearly revealed that they are
exclusively synthesized in the dorsal zone (mantle pallium) supposedly responsible for nacre
deposition (20), and not in the ventral zone, involved in the prismatic layer formation (Fig.
3C).
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2.4. SMP gene expression patterns. Quantification of SMP gene transcripts in oyster
tissues
To test the specificity of a large set of SMP gene expression, we performed high throughput
quantitative RT-PCR analyses on mantle edge and pallium, and other tissues of P.
margaritifera. We analyzed the expression pattern of 61 selected genes encoding 38 and 23
SMPs from the prismatic and the nacreous layers, respectively (primers list and all qPCR
data in Datasets S1- S2- S3). Strikingly, all SMP encoding genes present a very clear and
specific strong expression in mantle tissues in comparison to muscle, gills, digestive gland,
gonads and hemocytes (Fig. S3). Moreover, the comparison of mantle edge and pallium
expression of SMP genes clearly revealed that all prism specific SMP gene expression levels
are higher in mantle edges, while all nacre specific SMP gene expressions are more
intensive in mantle pallium (Fig. 4). These results show that the calcifying genes are
specifically expressed in the mineralizing tissues and can be discriminated based on their
respective expression site, i.e. mantle edge for “prism-related genes” and mantle pallium for
“nacre-related genes”.
2.5. Localization of SMP gene transcripts in oyster tissues
We further investigated the mantle expression pattern of six proteins, three of which are
specifically implicated in the biomineralization of the prisms (MP10, Clp-1 and Fibronectin-1)
and the three others (NUSP-1, Pearlin and MRNP34), in that of nacre. In situ hybridization
(ISH) analyses revealed that all these transcripts were specifically restricted to the monolayered cells of the outer calcifying mantle epithelium (Fig. 5). More specifically, these
transcripts were localized in two distinct areas, the mantle edge for MP10, Clp-1 and
Fibronectin-1, and the mantle pallium for NUSP-1, Pearlin and MRNP34. The expression of
the prism protein genes abruptly stops at one unique cellular limit beyond which the
expression of genes that encode nacre protein starts. We also observed that the expression
pattern of some genes pattern may be more nuanced: MRNP34 exhibits a gradually
increasing expression pattern within the transition zone, from the prisms to the nacre. We
assume that the slight distinction between ISH and qRT-PCR results (strong zonation versus
more contrasted expression) are mainly due to technical sensitivity differences.

3. Discussion
3.1. Distinct prism versus nacre protein assemblages
We have developed a combined proteomic/transcriptomic approach to identify the whole
assortment of proteins associated with the prisms and nacre layers in pearl oyster shells.
This is the first comprehensive characterization of proteins associated with different shell
microstructures, among molluscs. Our findings provisionally close the debate on the
„prism/nacre‟ question: is the deposition of these two microstructures regulated by similar or
different sets of macromolecules?
This long-debated puzzling issue (21) was initially tackled more than one century ago, when
Wetzel (22) compared the amino acid composition of bulk matrices associated to prisms and
nacre and observed differences in both layers, a finding that was later confirmed by Hare
(23). A chromatographical approach allowed Weiner (24) to „decorticate‟ more precisely the
soluble prism and nacre matrices of the California mussel. The tenets of his results were that
‟approximately half shell proteins are common to both layers and half, specific to one of the
layers‟. Thirteen years were however required before the release of the first full-length SMP
sequence, Nacrein (25), and the further identification of this protein in both layers (26). Since
then, several new proteins have been retrieved by a „one-per-one‟ approach. However, this
strategy did not give any chance to obtain the full picture of the protein repertoire, and to
3

date, only 14 SMPs have been described in Pinctada sp. from nacre and prisms (27-28). On
the other hand, approaches at the transcript level performed these last years showed that
some of these shell proteins, together with other secreted or non-secreted proteins, exhibited
a delimited spatial gene expression in the outer mineralizing mantle-epithelial cells of the
pearl oyster (29-30), or of the ormer (31).
We have identified 80 different Pinctada shell matrix proteins (SMPs), among which 66 are
entirely novel. By dramatically increasing the number of identified SMPs, the present work
sheds a new light on the molecular diversity of bivalve calcifying matrices, and on the
potential function of these SMPs in the specific mechanisms of prism and nacre
biomineralization (32). Further characterizations of the structural interaction between this
new set of SMPs, the chitin framework and calcium carbonate polymorphs should help us to
refine the models of matrix framework organization and control in shell formation processes
(Fig. S5). Although, our data support the idea of a SMP control of the microstructure
deposition (32), all of the biomineral-associated compounds are not necessarily involved in
the formation of the calcium carbonate polymorphs (calcite versus aragonite) and of the
specific microstructures (prisms versus nacre). The question about how and which one of
these macromolecules specifically regulates these processes thus remains an open
question.
We described in Pinctada sp. 47 proteins that are exclusive to prisms (on a total of 50
„prisms-associated‟ SMPs, and 30, exclusive to nacre (on a total of 33 „nacre-associated‟
SMPs). From the 61 SMPs-encoding transcripts whose expression pattern was investigated,
a very large majority exhibits exclusive over-expression in mantle edge or mantle pallium
cells, in concordance with the presence of their translated product either in prism or nacre.
Combining the proteomic, transcriptomic, and immunological approaches, we demonstrate
unambiguously that the molecular toolkits, i.e., protein assortments, secreted by the mantle
edge and the mantle pallium, incorporated within the biomineral phase and potentially
responsible for the deposition of prisms and nacre respectively, are extremely different.
3.2. Diversity of SMP domains
Our finding at the protein level is also true at the protein domain level. With few exceptions,
most of the protein domains associated with each layer are different and exhibit distinct
signatures. On one side, the prism protein domains are characterized by the occurrence of
numerous characteristic ECM domains, comprising EGF-like, ZP, FN3, EF-hand, sushi and
TIMP. On the other side, the known ECM domains of nacre proteins are limited to von
Willebrand A and SCP. In addition, the prism matrix is characterized by the presence of two
types of chitinases (glyco_18 and glyco_20), copper amine oxidases, peroxidases and
tyrosinases, which are absent from the nacre matrix proteins. RLCDs are another point in
case: they are frequent in proteins associated to calcified tissues (34). Here, we observe that
RLCDs are different in prisms and nacre proteins. Those from prism proteins are of the Qrich, S-rich, V-rich and GY-rich types, while those of nacre proteins are rather A-rich, C-rich,
D-rich, GA-rich, GN-rich and MG-rich (Fig. 1; Datasets S1 -S2). We also observed that few
prism and nacre proteins that are truly different exhibit however domains with similar
signatures. These domains are of three kinds: chitin-binding, lectin and Kunitz-like. These
shared domains emphasize that both prism and nacre matrices: i) contain chitin and other
polysaccharides (32,35-36), and ii) require a self-protecting system that precludes
extracellular proteolysis (37-38). However, these functional similarities are marginal and do
not attenuate our main findings, i.e. the unrevealed diversity of SMP domains, and the
fundamental difference between the protein repertoires associated to prisms and nacre.
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3.3. The origin of prisms and nacre
As described in earlier works (9,39), the combination of prism-nacre microstructures in
mollusc shells represents, from an evolutionary viewpoint, a successful innovation that was
acquired somewhere in the Cambrian, among different mollusc lineages, in particular
bivalves. This innovation was seemingly conserved in many taxa, and kept morphologically
unchanged since then, despite the high energetical cost required for its synthesis, in
comparison to other shell microstructures (40).
What is the origin of the diverse shell microstructures in molluscs? Ontological and
paleontological data give congruent pictures. On one hand, the ontogenic data obtained on
the modern pearl oysters (41-42), or other pteriomorphid bivalves (43), indicate that the first
shell produced is organic (periostracum-like), then mineralized and made of aragonite
granules (prodissoconch I). This step precedes the deposition of calcitic prisms
(prodissoconch II), followed by the deposition of the nacreous layer after metamorphosis. On
the other hand, from a paleontological viewpoint, Pojetaia runnegari, usually considered to
be one of the earliest bivalve of the Lower to Middle Cambrian and the ancestor of nacroprismatic nuculidae, seems to have exhibited a single–layered shell made of prism-like
biomineral deposited on a periostracal layer (8). This event preceded by little the appearance
of the association of prisms and nacre, which may be arguably considered among the most
primitive microstructure combination in adult mollusc shells (8,44). How multi-layered shell
emerged is not known, but few attempts to establish a filiation between different shell
microstructures have been initiated. In particular, Taylor et al. (39) suggested that they might
have derived from one ancestral type, by the reorganization of the shell crystallites. Carter
and Clark II (45) proposed that „nacre evolved through simple horizontal partitioning of
vertical prisms‟. This interesting viewpoint gives a mechanistic explanation for describing the
genesis of nacre from prisms (Fig. S6), but is not corroborated by experimental evidences.
Our molecular data on prisms and nacre protein sets do not support a direct filiation between
these two microstructures, but rather suggest that their assembling is performed from two
molecular toolkits that do not derive one from the other. If nacre appeared after prisms, this
event should be considered as a true evolutionary innovation, and not as the result of a
duplication and subsequent structural rearrangement of the prismatic layer.
3.4. Structural observations on shell indicate a marked Physiological, cellular and
regulatory aspects of shell mineralization
interruption of the mineral deposition within the transitory area between prisms and nacre
(46). Indeed, the first transitional aragonite crystals that precede and support the deposition
of first nacre tablets, appear to be always nucleated on the peri-prismatic organic membrane,
and never directly on prism crystallite itself (Fig. S7). In addition to our protein composition
analysis, elemental mapping revealed that elemental composition of prism and nacre layers
are also different, with regard to Mg, Na, S or Cl contents (47). Taken together, these data do
not support the existence of a continuous extrapallial fluid, filling the empty space between
the mantle epithelium and the shell (48), but rather plead for an intimate contact between the
mantle cells and the growing shell surface (49).
The mantle edge is considered to be responsible for the formation of the periostracum and of
the prismatic layer, while the mantle pallium enables the formation of the nacreous layer
(20,29,50). Our molecular observations fully confirm this spatial dichotomy and call for
emerging questions on the regulation of shell mineralization by mantle epithelium. This
molecular dissimilarity is corroborated by recent ultrastructural investigation of the mantle
epithelia (51), suggesting cellular differentiation of prisms and nacre secreting cells.
However, a true cell secretion plasticity is maintained: experiments on shell repair (52) or on
the formation of grafted pearls (53) show that the mantle epithelial or pearl sac cells can
transitorily change the mineralogy and the microstructure of the deposited layer, very likely
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according to a drastic change in the matrix secretory regime. The molecular regulatory
mechanisms upstream the secretory cascade remain unknown (54). They should however
constitute an important focus for future research that explores the cellular and molecular
basis of shell formation.

4. Short materials and methods
The extraction of shell matrices was performed in Dijon, as well as immunogold localization.
Proteomic analyses were performed at the IBCP, Lyon, France. Transcriptomic and tissue
immunolocalization analyses were performed at the COP, French Polynesia, and at the
Génotoul, Toulouse, France. Computational analyses were performed at Skuldtech,
Montpellier, France. All analyses are detailed in SI Materials and Methods.
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Figures
Figure 1. P. margaritifera prism and nacre SMPs. The nacre (A) and prism (B) AIM proteins
were digested with trypsin and resulting peptides were analysed by mass spectrometry
(MS/MS mode). P. margaritifera prism (C) and nacre (D) SMPs that present at least 2
matching peptides or which identification was further confirmed in P. maxima by homolog
protein detection, are listed. Raw MS/MS data were directly interrogated against the
assembled mantle EST data set (46). “*” indicates novel protein sequences firstly described
from this analysis. Predicted signal peptide can be retrieved from all EST-translated products
that match with shell proteomic data, indicating that these proteins are secreted. Full-length
sequences of 52 novel SMPs (17 nacre and 35 prism proteins) were deposited on NCBI
database (Datasets S1-S2). No additional proteins were identified from the P. margaritifera
prism and nacre ASMs (Table S1). N: nacre; P: prism; Pfu: Pinctada fucata; Cgig:
Crassostrea gigas. “>” indicates that mass spectrometry identification scores are higher in
one of the two layers, when detected in both shell AIMs. Shematrin8 was then considered as
prism SMP, and Nacrein and NUSP-18 as nacre SMPs, accordingly. Scale bars represent 5
and 50 µm (A and B, respectively).
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Figure 2. Comparison of prism and nacre SMPs of P. margaritifera and P. maxima. Prisms
and nacre proteins identified in both species by MS/MS analyses are circled in blue/green or
red/orange, respectively. In P. margaritifera, 48 proteins were detected in prisms, 33 in
nacre. 45 proteins are prism-specific and 30, nacre-specific. Only 3 proteins are common to
the two layers. In P. maxima, 28 proteins were detected in prisms (with 26 prism-specific), 17
in nacre (with 15 nacre-specific), and only 2 common proteins. 24 proteins are common to P.
margaritifera and P. maxima prism AIMs, 15 are common to both nacres. From the 43 SMPs
detected in P. maxima, 41 homologs can be retrieved in P. margaritifera, and present high
sequence similarities (above 85-95% sequence identity), giving a congruent picture with
previous phylogenetic data for these species (19). From the 80 different Pinctada SMPs
identified here, 77 can be specifically detected in prisms and nacre. 3 proteins only,
Shematrin8, Nacrein and NUSP-18, are found in both shell layers.

Figure 3. Immunolocalization of nacre SMPs on shell and mantle of P. margaritifera. A
polyclonal antibody raised against a solubilized fraction of nacre AIM was used to identify
nacre proteins (A) on western-blot (N, nacre; P, prisms), (B) in nacre cross-section by
immuno-gold (scale bare represents 1 m) and (C) in mantle epithelia by
immunofluorescence. mf: middle fold; of: outer fold; pg: periostracal groove; oe: outer
epithelium. We notice that the fact that more gold particles are observed on upper
interlamellar-side of nacre tablets, rather than the down side, is mainly due to the microtopography of nacre fractures, and of the angle of observation.
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Figure 4. Comparison of prism and nacre SMP gene expression in mantle edge and pallium
of P. margaritifera estimated by high throughput quantitative RT-PCR (Fluidigm
technologies). Comparison of ln(ME/MP) expression ratio (fold/fold) of prism and nacre
SMPs. Protein names are indicated in blue and red colours for prism and nacre SMPs,
respectively. ME: mantle edge; MP: mantle pallium. The three SMPs detected in both prism
and nacre layers are indicated with (*).

Figure 5. Localization of prism and nacre transcripts in P. margaritifera mantle by in situ
hybridization A) MP10, Clp-1 and Fibronectin-1 transcripts are expressed in the outer
epithelium of the mantle edge; B) NUSP-1, Pearlin and MNRP34 transcripts are expressed in
the outer epithelium of the mantle pallium. Paraffin-embedded sections of oyster tissues
were hybridized with antisense or sense single stranded cDNA probes labeled with
digoxigenin. Positive cells are stained in dark blue. Sense probes showed no hybridization
(Fig. S4). Black arrows symbolize the epithelial cell limits of prism and nacre transcript
expression. Scale bars represent 1 mm on large view, and 50 m on stained cells
enlargements. mf: middle fold; of: outer fold; pg: periostracal groove; oe: outer epithelium.
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